Heartbeat (HB) Strips in a Bottle

This memento is for our CMO/EOL patients during the COVID pandemic

• First, validate that there is a copy of the patient’s heartbeat
  o Patient is still on monitor
  o ECG or scanned strips in patient’s chart
• If there is a captured heartbeat, engage the patient’s loved ones, if applicable, to see if they would like a Heartbeat memento
  o Please note, we need to limit to 3 per patient

Process:

• Print current HB strip
  o If, printing from a cardiac monitor – photo copy the heartbeat as the monitor paper rhythm fades over time

• Choose language most appropriate for patient’s tag.
  o English, Spanish, and Russian are provided.
  o If another language is needed, please contact Meghan Brewer from Child Life on cortext or page at 98276

• Tie ribbon to tube as seen below.